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Summary 
Kevin Manley, Robyn Bathurst, Keith Kuhlman, Derek Bristol and Christian Stobel visited 
Narrows Cave in Williams Canyon with the intent to inspect the anchors and rigging in Idiots 
Paradise and Stratigraphic Pit and make any needed improvements.  A new 15’ rope ladder was 
brought, along with bolts, hangers, a 100’ PMI Max-Wear rope, and the equipment to install new 
anchors.  Most existing fixed anchors were found to be Petzl self-drives (aka Spits) and these 
were replaced with all stainless steel expansion bolts. 
 
Anchors 
All fixed anchors found in Narrows Cave, with the exception of one Petzl Long-Life 
placed in 2011, were Petzl Cheville Autoforuse (12mm x 30mm sleeve with 8mm 
threaded hole).  These are made of zinc 
plated steel, but they loose much of the 
plating during placement due to the fact 
that the bolt is used as its own drill bit.  
These bolts have their uses in cave 
exploration because they can be placed 
quickly by hand and are lightweight and 
inexpensive.  They are not a good choice 
for fixed anchors in well traveled caves 
because they are low in strength and 
subject to corrosion.  All of these bolts 
in Narrows were equipped with Petzl 
Vrillee hangers.  This is an aluminum 
hanger that should never be left 

permanently in a cave due to oxidation 
of the aluminum, which can quickly lead 
to stress cracks.  All hangers were 
attached to ropes using zinc plated steel 
quick links (maillons).  These can be 
suitable for use in anchors, but will 
eventually corrode from exposure to 
humid and caustic cave environments, 
but this corrosion is generally visible and 
the links can then be replaced as needed.  
A bigger concern is the mixing of 
multiple metals (plated steel, aluminum, 
stainless steel).  The difference in 
composition between these conductive 
materials, in combination with a moist 
cave environment, results in galvanic 
corrosion.  Often the corrosion can take 
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place in the bolt, which may be hidden from view by the hanger, and therefore the quality 
of these anchors can not easily be determined.  These concerns can be mitigated by using 
anchors built from one metallurgy (e.g. plated steel bolt, hanger and maillon).  A better 
choice is to use 100% stainless hardware, which will avoid concerns with galvanic 
corrosion and resist corrosion from the cave environment, resulting in much longer 
anchor life and reliability.  All of the Vrillee aluminum hangers that were removed 
showed signs of aluminum oxide chalking on the surface.  All of the plated steel quick 
links that were removed showed signs of rust (iron oxide), especially where they were in 
contact with the hangers.  All spit sleeves showed significant rusting, which was not 
apparent until the hangers were removed. 
 
All replacement bolts were 12mm x 75mm (1/2” x 3”) or 12mm x 55mm (1/2” x 2¼”) 
Fixe Triplex stainless steel wedge anchors.  These bolts can be removed and re-used 
allowing for easy inspection and possibly replacement.  The longer bolts were used on 

longer pitches that might be 
ascended or rappelled.  Shorter 
bolts were used to anchor hand-
lines.  These bolts have good 
holding power in soft rock such as 
limestone and the wedge portion 
of the anchor is well below the 
softer surface rock.  Bolts, hangers 
and maillons are all made of 304 
stainless steel and should have an 
indefinite life span.  Holes were 
drilled using a 12mm SDS drill bit 
and a Bosch rotary hammer.  
Using a rotary hammer instead of 
hand-drilling ensures a straighter, 
more uniform hole.  The newly 

drilled holes were thoroughly 
cleaned with a blow tube and nylon 

brush to remove all rock flour to ensure better seating of the bolt.  All bolts were torqued 
to approximately 30ft-lbs per the manufacturer’s recommendation.  All maillons were 
wrench tightened. 
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All old spit sleeves were left in place, but the holes were filled with gray epoxy putty 
embedded with rock flour and sediment to conceal their location. 
 
Air-Lock Hand-line Pit 
Five minutes travel into the cave there’s a junction where a hand-line heads up to the 
right leading to a long, low crawlway.  Staying to the left and at the same elevation, the 
passage soon comes to a round plastic culvert tube that has a plastic cover to limit airflow 
into the rest of the cave.  Just beyond this airlock is a loose 15-20’ chimney climb that 
has a hand-line fixed to a bolt in the ceiling.  This hand-line then traverses over to another 
bolt off to one side of the pit.  Both bolts were replaced with shorter Fixe Triplex bolts.  



The bolt at the top of the chimney was rigged for pull in tension.  Spits are not designed 
or rated for this use.  The rope was noted to be an unrated tow rope (multi-colored thread 
core).  These are of questionable strength and durability.  This was later removed from 
the cave and the ½” kernmantle arborist rope that was rigged at Stratigraphic Pit was re-
rigged here.  There are a couple core shots in this rope in the tail at the bottom of the pit.  
The last 5 feet can be cut off on a future trip. 
 
Idiots Paradise 
Two spits were removed from the far right-hand side of the pit (when facing the anchors).  
These were replaced with a single 75mm Triplex bolt that was placed higher up the wall.  
This higher placement makes it easier to walk 
across the top of the pit using the traverse line.  
The Petzl Long-Life bolt placed in 2011 was left 
in place and appeared to be in good condition.  
The lower bolt in this primary 2-bolt anchor was 
a spit and was removed.  A new 75mm Triplex 
was placed slightly to the left of the original bolt 
and the double figure-8 tied into it.  The rope 
going up Mikey’s climb was not inspected, but it 
is attached to the main rope about 10’ down the 
pit with a butterfly knot.  This knot should be 
removed and serves no obvious purpose.  The 
main rope is a 11mm PMI Pit Rope that was 
placed in 2011.  It has some mold growing on it 
that is apparent at the knots.  New ropes should 
be washed to remove any sizing, but the mold is 
not a safety concern. 
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Stratigraphic Pit 
The top anchors at Stratigraphic Pit were also found to be spits and both were replaced 
with 75mm Triplex bolts.  The rope looked like a good quality kernmantle rope.  It is 
slightly larger than PMI Pit 
Rope, ~1/2” diameter, and is 
long enough to reach the first 
ledge that leads to Alcatraz, 
but not long enough to reach 
the bottom of the pit.  This 
was replaced with a 99’ PMI 
Max-Wear 11mm rope.  
About 20’ of this rope was 
left as a hand-line on the far 
side of the pit, 5’ was used in 
the anchor, and 
approximately 75’ extends 
down the pit.  One can get off 
rope at the bottom and 

continue descending by free 
climbing.  There are two 
more fixed ropes with bolt anchors further down Stratigraphic Pit, but time did not allow 
for their inspection.  The large arborist rope was re-rigged at the airlock hand-line pit. 

Stratigraphic Pit main anchor 
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Ladder 
A 12’ metal chain playground ladder had been rigged at a fissure canyon climb between 
Idiots Paradise and the airlock hand-line pit.  This was tied-off to a chock-stone with 
webbing, and was about 15’ short of the bottom of the climb.  It was showing signs of 
deterioration with one broken rung and significant corrosion.  This was removed from the 
drop, but has not yet been removed from the cave.  A new rope ladder made from 7mm 
static cord and ¾” diameter by 10” wide fiberglass pultruded rod rungs was installed.  
The length was estimated before the trip and the new ladder is only 15’ long, and is still 
12’ short of the ground.  Additional length will be added on a future trip, but a hand-line 
was attached to the bottom rung, which reaches the ground.  New 1” webbing was rigged 
to the same chock-stone using a W3P2 anchor and the ladder was rigged to the webbing 
with a 5mm SS maillon. 
 

    
 Testing the new ladder after construction The newly installed ladder 

 
Future Work 
There are additional ropes and anchors in Narrows Cave as well as other Williams 
Canyon caves that need to be inspected and possibly improved.  A detailed hit list is 
being developed.  All anchors were equipped with a stainless steel dog tag label that 
includes the type of bolt, date installed, installer and a serial number that has been entered 
into a newly created database for cave anchors.  A database has also been started to track 
fixed ropes in caves. 
 
The team would like to thank Cave of the Winds management and the Williams Canyon 
Project for their support of this effort. 


